Are You Considering a Ph.D. with an Emphasis in Child Language?

The Department of Speech and Hearing Science at Arizona State University is recruiting a cohort of six new doctoral students to begin study in Fall, 2006

Full Tuition Remission * Student Stipend
Private Office Space * Excellent Lab Facilities
Great Colleagues * Great Mentors * Great Location
Travel Allowance

Possible Areas of Emphasis:
Bilingual Language Intervention * Cross-Linguistic First Language Acquisition
Early Intervention (Infants & Toddlers) * Early Literacy * Language Impairment
Phonological Acquisition * Vocabulary Acquisition

Arizona State University is one of the premier metropolitan public research universities in the nation. ASU is research-driven but focused on learning—teaching is carried out in a context that encourages the creation of new knowledge. ASU maintains a tradition of academic excellence and has become an important global center for innovative interdisciplinary teaching and research.

The Department of Speech and Hearing Science is in the Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. It is home to 40 faculty and staff that support its mission to educate undergraduate students in the scientific field of human communication; to train graduate students to provide clinical services in speech-language pathology and audiology; to provide community service; and to conduct research and train future educators and scientists. Together with outstanding faculty from other related departments including Early Childhood Education, Special Education, Family Studies, Psychology, and Nursing, our faculty provides interdisciplinary depth in research and training opportunities in early childhood and school age populations.

Doctoral students are encouraged to develop an individualized program of study and research with the goal of becoming our next generation of faculty researchers. Each student will have a primary mentor with funded research in the area of child language. Child language faculty include Drs. Shelley Gray, David Ingram, Laida Restrepo, and Jeanne Wilcox.

For more information please contact:
Shelley Gray (shelley.gray@asu.edu), Laida Restrepo (Laida.Restrepo@asu.edu),
or Jeanne Wilcox (mjwilcox@asu.edu)
and visit our SHS Department website at http://www.asu.edu/clas/shs/